
PRE SCHOOL 
SYLLABUS FOR 

APRIL & MAY
Topic - MY BODY



DURATION - APRIL - MAY (45 DAYS)
LEARNING OUTCOMES - 

Children will be able to:

1. Identify and tell the names of different body parts.
2. Know about the functions of body parts like hands to hold, legs to walk.
3. Imbibe good nutrition routines, health habits, hygiene practices and self help skills.
4. Identify and name sense organs.
5. Explore how senses enable humans to be aware of the world around them.
6. Know about letter name and its sound.
7. Recognise capital and print script of letters.
8. Develop vocabulary related to letter.
9. Know and write the correct formation of letter

10. Identify and tell the names of objects related to basic shapes like circle, triangle etc. from 
surroundings.

11. Improve their fine motor skills through colouring.
12. Identify and tell the names of Primary colours related objects from the surroundings.
13. Identify and trace standing, sleeping and slanting lines.
14. Identify numbers, know its quantification and trace numbers.





   EXTERNAL BODY PARTS
1. Identification - Discuss about body parts and their functions during circle time.

2. Rhyme time -         Action song  -          
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3c8fzbsfOE  

                         Head, shoulder, knee and Toes-    https://youtu.be/h4eueDYPTIg   
3. Recognition of Letters - Book Pages

4.  Numerical skills - Book Pages

5. Fine Motor Skills - Sorting beads,clay activity etc.

6. Action game - Simon says

7. Puzzle - Cutouts of  boy or girl.

8. Dance- Action song : HOKEY POKEY DANCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzSJBowPECY

                                Move and dance song

https://youtube.com/watch?v=VsgpUHUYuJI&feature=share

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3c8fzbsfOE%09
https://youtu.be/h4eueDYPTIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3c8fzbsfOE%09
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzSJBowPECY
https://youtube.com/watch?v=VsgpUHUYuJI&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3c8fzbsfOE%09


  CLOTHING FOR MY BODY
1. Free conversation - About the clothes worn by boys and girls.
2. Experiential learning - Hands on activities.
3. Matching - Book Pages
4. Brainstorming activity - Worksheet
5. Seriation - Complete the pattern using interlocking cubes (Primary colours)
6. Classification - Circle the odd one out.(Primary colours) Worksheet
7. Copy Pattern - Book Pages.
8. Fine Motor Development -Feel the texture of different clothes(Rough/smooth)
9. Texture- Sandpaper flash cards of letters L, T, H and F.(Texture)



      HEALTH AND HYGIENE
1. Personal care - Celebration of Health Day, Self grooming activity before departure

2. Personal hygiene - Hand washing activity Use of handkerchief, apron and mat

3. Vocabulary building - Structured conversation on Personal hygiene

4. Following others - Daily hand wash before and after lunch time

5. Experiential learning - Handkerchief washing activity

6. Seriation - Picture cards 

7. Healthy habits - Learning table manners

8. Personal safety - Following safety measures to keep the body safe like using scissors 
carefully etc.



       SENSE ORGANS
1.Stimulation of senses - Worksheet 
2. Pictorial Reading - Flash cards and Worksheet
3. Matching- Book Pages
4. Experiential learning - Child will experience different objects and tell the correct sense  
organ used.
5. Audio visual Aids- Videos related to sense organs-             
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nTUZNz49a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNKa2HBoe7k 
7. Vocabulary building- Letter T, L, H,F- Vocab sheets
   T- tongue,L-legs,H-hands,handwash, F-fingers,foot,face 
9. Numerical Skills -Counting body parts.
                                              

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nTUZNz49aU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNKa2HBoe7k


                FOOD

1. Conversation - Discussion on Healthy and Junk food in Circle time.
2. Classification - Segregation of healthy and Junk food through Monster 

activity.
3. Story narration -  HUNGRY CATERPILLAR 
       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY&t=7s 
4. Worksheet related to the story. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY&t=7s


             GROWTH

1. Pre number concept - Big and small, Tall and Short
2. Gross motor activities - Body movements like standing, sleeping, 

crawling, jumping etc. 
3. Rhyme -    Action song       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3c8fzbsfOE  

                   Head, shoulder, knee and Toes.    https://youtu.be/h4eueDYPTIg  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3c8fzbsfOE%09
https://youtu.be/h4eueDYPTIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3c8fzbsfOE%09


Integrated Academic Syllabus  Topic - MY BODY    
ENGLISH (Push a Pencil Book)

● Patterns - Standing and 
sleeping lines (page no - 4,5)

● Phonics- Initial sound of letters
● Letters - L, T, H, I (pg no - 

6,7,8,9,10,11,16,17)
● Action words
● Rhyme recitation
● Story Narration  

HINDI (Little learners 
Activity Worksheets)

● Patterns - 
Standing and 
sleeping lines (pg 
no - 3,4)

● Rhyme recitation 
● Story narration 

MATHS (Little Genius Enjoying 
with Pencil Book)

● Pre number concept - 
Big and small, tall and 
short (pg no - 2,3,4,5)

● Numbers - 1 to 5
Basic shapes - Circle, 
Square, Triangle, 
Rectangle (Connect 
with Art and craft Book) 
pg no - 3, 4,6,7,8,11)

● Recognition - 1 to 5

VISUAL ARTS
● Hand,  finger impression
● Clay moulding of face
● Paper folding 

Handkerchief & almirah
● Scribbling
● Colouring and drawing
● Craft work

GA/LR
● Matching and 

Sorting of 
colours

● Pattern using 
Ice cream sicks

● Arranging body 
parts 

ICT
● Introduction 

of Computer
● Introduction 

of parts of 
Computer 
(MONITOR, 
MOUSE, CPU 
KEYBOARD)

PERFORMING ARTS/ 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

● Action song dance 
and rhymes

● Body movements  

VALUE EDUCATION
● Story narration 

with moral

FINE MOTOR 
SKILLS

● Sorting 
● Sponging
● Threading 

beads
● Spooning
● Pouring
● Joining of 

Interlocking 
cubes 


